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Modern Urban And Regional Economics
Throughout history and into the modern era, certain regions rise to become world-renowned centers for a particular industry or skill. These regional economic booms attract workers, entrepreneurs, ...
Logistics Clusters: Delivering Value and Driving Growth
These skills include urban and regional economic analysis, the evaluation of environmental ... English language support during your studies; modern language courses in 9 languages; proofreading, ...
MSc Regional and Urban Planning Studies
Bringing together a distinguished interdisciplinary group of scholars, this volume explores what happens when new forms of privatization meet collectivist ...
Cairo Cosmopolitan: Politics, Culture, and Urban Space in the New Globalized Middle East
urban and regional planning, urbanisation and development, and the economic, social, political and policy aspects of contemporary urban life.
Urban studies at LSE
Around $900 million was invested in the urban ... graduate in economics, he has won over two dozen awards. Acclaimed for his authentic and insightful analysis of global and regional businesses ...
Urban air mobility market investment to hit $2b
The government strives to have 5,000 km of highways by 2030 and major modern key airports ... and select a number of regional urban areas with special advantages to build economic and financial ...
Construction Ministry proposes name change to Ministry of Construction, Urban and Housing Development
Can Gio Bay has all the conditions to become a modern marine urban center and an eco-tourism area of regional and international scale, he said. "However, the problem of analyzing costs, benefits and ...
HCMC floats marine economy as new development pillar
The finance sector plays a crucial role in promoting coordinated regional ... economic circulation are the matching of supply and demand, coordination between regions as well as between urban ...
SCIO briefing on providing financial support to promote coordinated regional development under the new development paradigm
all aided by modern infrastructure, are a springboard for economic development. During the decade following the 2008 crisis, the number of Chinese cities with metro services jumped from 10 to 34 ...
Biden’s Anti-China Ambitions
The meeting, presided over by Xi Jinping, general secretary of the CPC Central Committee, urged the region to develop a modern ... an important regional powerhouse for China's economic growth ...
Central region gets policy boost
Its location, situated on the Atlantic coast, St. Johns River, and just roughly an hour from the Georgia border, makes the city a major economic center ... a mixture of urban city and beach ...
2021 Jacksonville Real Estate Market Investing Forecast
It’s a finding that LISC said befuddled some regional business ... Leaders of the local Urban Summit wondered: What if an eighth of a cent also went to economic development east of Troost?
PPP Lending Was Supposed to Help Small Businesses in Kansas City. That’s Not What Happened.
“Local banks were getting bought up by regional or national banks ... Dixon eventually served on a committee, convened by the statewide Alliance for Local Economic Prosperity, which helped design ...
State and Local Public Bank Efforts Stalling Without More Federal Support
It will also examine the relationship between transportation and economic development in a modern urban environment. Registration for the conference is $99 (US).
Light Rail 2021 Virtual Conference, presented by Railway Age and RT&S
Here we’ll focus on one exciting model for change: the promise of transforming our commuter rail system into a “regional rail” system. That is to say, a more equitable, modern, fast ...
A key to a better Boston, hiding in plain sight
Ibadan, Nigeria — From small towns to big cities, sub-Saharan Africa has the fastest urban growth rate ... better cast agriculture as an economic frontier and modern farmers as pioneers rather ...
Africa: Helping Youth Agribusiness Keep Pace With Fast Growing Africa
China's decision to provide more impetus to the growth of its central region will help the nation sustain high-quality development, narrow the regional ... at Oxford Economics, a think tank in the ...
Central region gets policy boost
IBADAN, Nigeria, Apr 8 2021 (IPS) - From small towns to big cities, sub-Saharan Africa has the fastest urban growth rate in the world ... courses must better cast agriculture as an economic frontier ...
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